Meeting, Monday, February 7, 2011, 2:00-2:50, Group Decision Center, FLC 320

Tentative Agenda:

1. Approve minutes from meeting of January 31, 2011 (emailed on January 31, 2011)

2. Trial Run of first question of Department Meeting Script

3. Discussion about advantages and disadvantages of using the same survey instrument for faculty, students, employers, and alums.

4. Reports from Task Groups

   • Employers/Alumni (Carolyn Schnell, Lisa Nordick, Char Myhre)
     a. Possible Action Item: Based on our discussions of the OIRA’s alumni data, do we need to survey alumni with more specific questions?

   • Students (Brock Schmeling, Rajesh Kavasseri, Andrew Mara)
     a. Possible Action Item: Potential survey emailed on Thursday, January 27.

   • OIRA (Herbert Snyder, Marion Harris, Kevin McCaul, Robert Harrold)

5. Reports on any meetings with colleagues

6. Updates on Previous Action Items (not covered at previous meetings)

   • Electronic Communication: Homepage & Wikks (Andrew and Lisa)
     ACTION ITEM?

   • Degree Qualifications Profile (Lumina Foundation) (emailed 11/12/10)
• University Minnesota New Liberal Education Requirements (posted on Blackboard on 11/12/10)

• Timeline of Previous GE Revision Committee, 1991-93 (emailed 11/24/10)

• Alumni Survey Instrument from Previous GE Revision Committee, 1992 (emailed 11/24/10)

• Advisory Boards (Rajesh & college representatives)

• Finding a different name than UCRC

7. Questions, concerns, issues, or brainstorms about our journey